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teacher's
be reduced and their self-esteem may
lassroom
discipline--a

daily routine is probably
involved with this concern
more than any other. Student
teachersoften cite disciplineas
the majorchallengein their classrooms.
For some veteran teachers, a common
commentis, "Thingsaredifferenttoday.I
am growingtiredof havingto put up with
all the hasslesof discipline.It seemsas if
the administrationand school boardare
afraidor unableto do anythingaboutit."
Why is classroom discipline a
major issue for many teachers?Why
do some teachers feel "at the end of
their rope" every day? Perhapspart of
the problem lies with perspective.Is it
our job as educatorsto establish"classroom control," or are we to endeavor
to create a healthy classroom learning
environment?
For many teachers and students,
the issue of control equates with
power.Who has it? One way of avoiding daily classroom conflict involves
the adoption of principlesof democracy: sharingpower, allowing students to
be heard, and acknowledging their
thoughts as credible and valued. With
this approach,students are more likely
to feel valued;their negative stressmay

be increased.They can become better
listeners and willing contributors,
more creative,and increasinglyable to
think and act responsibly.
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in any seemingly appropriatemanner.
Although management styles have
tended to be teacher-centered rather
than student-centered, recently the
issue of students' rights has become a
focus of educational discussion and
legal debate. The truth is that "our
public schools and classrooms have
become ... microcosms of the United
States of America."1That is, students
have come to be viewed as bona fide
American citizens with all the rights,
privileges,and responsibilitiesafforded
other citizens.

For many teachersand
Discipline
students,the singular Judicious
Developed by Forrest Gathercoal,2
"Judicious Discipline" is based upon
issueof classroom
democratic principles found in our
disciplineinvolvespower. nation's Bill of Rights, specifically the

An autocratic teaching style, when
carried to extreme levels, is a perfect
recipe for continuous power struggles
between teacher and students. Power
struggles,which raiselevels of negative
stressand create unpleasantmemories,
are unnecessary.Most can be avoided.
of
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first, fourth, and fourteenth amendments of the United States Constitution. Judicious Discipline is a cognitive model of discipline for school and
class that ensures that students receive
the same basic rights afforded citizens
in a democratic society. Moreover,
Judicious Discipline, which is studentcentered rather than educator-centered, is based on the principles upon
which all our nation'slaws were established: individual freedom, equality,
and justice, balanced with the common good and interestsof society.3
What does a democratic classroom
mean for music educators?Does freedom of speech give a student the right
27
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to speak inappropriately during
rehearsal?Does freedom of expression
allow a student to wear a hat, chew
gum, and be tardy, inattentive, or
foul-spoken?
Although a democracyprovides for
broad-based freedom, justice, and
equality, there is constitutional justification for denying persons their civil
rights. Such authority is derived from
ArticleI, Section 8 of the Constitution:
"The Congressshall have power to ...
provide for the common defense and
general welfare of the United States."
The referenceto "generalwelfare"is the
legal basis for the work that legislative
bodies do to represent the needs and
interestsof the majority,which aregenerally identified as compelling state
interests.4"Compelling state interests"
refer to the fact that under particular
circumstances,the needs of the majority are more compelling or important
than any one person'srights. In other
words, conditions exist under which a
student's constitutional rights may be
removedor restricted.

StateInterests
Compelling

In the educational world, the following could be viewed as compelling
state interests:
28

Safeguardingpropertyfrom loss or
damage. Taxpayersexpect school officials to be good stewardsof the property entrusted to their use. In addition, students expect that their personal property will be safe from damage
or theft while they are at school. Such
stewardshipand safety are most often
accomplished by establishing commonsense policies.
For example, a teacher'sdirections
might include these statements:
"Please carry the risers across the
stage floor rather than dragging
them."
"Amaintenance fee of $20.00 shall
be assessed to each student using a
school instrument."
"Respect the instruments of other
musicians."
These policy statementsare in place
to avoid floor abuse, to keep instruments playing well to promote valued
musical experience, and to ensure the
safety of student-ownedproperty.
Legitimateeducationalpurpose.The
policies enacted by administrators or
teachersshould be based upon a legitimate educationalpurpose.
"Sit erect while you sing." Musicians understand the need for good
breathing; it affects pitch, tone color,

dynamic range, and so on. Inappropriate posture prevents good breathing,
so asking music students to sit erect is
a reasonableeducationalexpectation.
"Avoid chewing gum during
rehearsal." In some classes, chewing
gum need not be an issue. As long as
students do not stick gum to the bottom of a desk or chair (a propertyloss
or damage issue), gum chewing is not
inherently negative in the educational
setting. For the musician, however,the
problem is clear. Anything in one's
mouth will affect performance. In
fact, most music educators maintain
that it is impossible to match pitch
and tone color with other members of
an ensemble if one is chewing gum. In
short, chewing gum compromises the
study, or making, of music.
"Please be in your seat, ready to
play when the bell rings." By definition, rehearsals are places of music
study. The study of music in an
ensemble always involves more about
"us" than about "me"; every action
affects everyone in the ensemble.
When a musician arrives late to
rehearsal,he or she is not warmed up
enough, either physically or mentally,
to join with the other members of the
ensemble, thus compromising and/or
delaying the learning process for
everyone present. Lateness prevents
ensemble study from being "in the
groove" until enough additional time
has elapsed to allow the late musician
to become involved musically.
Protecting health and maintaining
safety.Students expect that their safety
and health will be protectedwhile they
are at school. Likewise,teachersseek to
provide safety and promote physical
and emotional healthfor students.
"Play only your instrument." Playing another person'sinstrument is not
inherently wrong. However, transmitting sicknesses by exchanging instruments is common. This practiceought
to be considered only when an appropriate disinfectant has been applied to
the instrument.
"Avoid chewing gum during
rehearsal." In addition to being an
issue of property loss and damage,
gum chewing is a health and safety
issue. Wind players and singers
breathe consciously and actively while
performing. It is quite possible that a
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musician chewing gum could inhale a
piece of gum, causing a health hazard.
"Be courteous to each other. Care
about each other."Making music with
others is a very personal experience.
Sometimes tempers are roused, leading to confrontations at various levels.
Addressing conflict with self-control
and courtesy can avoid physical or
emotional injury.
"When moving about in the room,
alwayswalk." It is alwayssafer to walk
in a rehearsal hall than it is to run.
When students fail to move about the
room safely, chairs, music stands, and
carried instruments present the possibility of injury.
Avoiding serious disruption of the
educationalprocess.While typical disruptions in a music rehearsalclassroom
may be frustrating or perhaps even
annoying, they areprobablynot serious
in a legal sense. Perhapsthe most commonly cited disruptivebehaviorin the
rehearsalclassroom involves noise that
interferes with the study of music.
External noise, whether it is inappropriate talking, intentional annoying
tapping, playing past the point of the
conductor'srelease,or intentional playing out of balance or out of tune, disrupts the study of music. Although not
serious, all of these disruptions could
deter the legitimate educational purpose of a class.
Of course, the concept of legitimate educational purpose does not
imply that students may never speak
in rehearsal.It does indicate, however,
that students ought not to carry
on unrelated conversation during
rehearsal (e.g., visiting). It also indicates that speaking in rehearsalmust
be done appropriately and that students need to stop playing when the
conductor stops conducting. They
need to listen actively to what is happening musically around them and to
continually ask themselves, "What is
going on here? How does my part fit
into this?"
What, then, are serious disruptions? Typical examples may include
inappropriatedress (wearing clothing
displaying vulgar terms or symbols),
fighting, sarcasticplaying in a manner
inappropriate for the piece of music
being studied, and using foul or profane language.
JANUARY
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Behavior
Inappropriate

If a student engages in inappropriate behavior, what options are available to the teacher?In a teacher-centered classroom, the teacher's initial
thought might be, "How shall I confront this student with the infraction
and what would be the most appropriate punishment?"5Common responses might include statements to the
offending student that range from a
light public criticism to the more
intense "Jeff,I'll see you after class,"to
sarcasm, increased volume and pitch
of the teacher's voice, or perhaps an
attempt to humiliate the student.
Other responses may include doling
out "justice"to the entire class because
of the infraction of one or a few, or a
more subtle tactic such as a continuing condescending attitude or lack of
forgiveness toward the offending student(s).

Perhapsthe most
commonlycited
disruptivebehaviorin
the rehearsalclassroom
involvesnoisethat
interfereswith the study
of music.

All such responses involve some
level of punishment. In Judicious Discipline, the focus is not on punishment, but rather on judicious consequences. When inappropriate behavior occurs, the prevailingquestions on
the part of the teacher could include
"What more do I need to know about
this situation and which educational
strategies will be most effective for
bringing about a reasonable resolution?"6and "What needs to be learned
here?"

If a teacher'srelationshipwith students is professional, the teacher can
consider educational strategies that
will assist students' growth ratherthan
punitive responsesbased upon personal reactions.The most successfulexperiences dealing with day-to-day issues
of inappropriatebehavior occur when
a teachercan stop to consider the situation before responding. We tend to
want to "fix" the situation quickly.
Stopping to consider anything can be
a challenge; it is easy to "blow it."
Often, what appearsto be a display of
inappropriatebehaviorturns out to be
a symptom of a larger issue, not
alwaysrelatedto the class.
A common situation in any educational setting is one of individual inattentiveness. Simply stated, the student
appears to be "elsewhere."This issue
affects educational purpose; students
need to be attentive if learning is to
occur.
Here is an example. A young clarinetist, on a particularday, was clearly
not involved in making music. She
appeared angry, frustrated, impatient,
and uninterested.The teacher considered saying, "Lisa, are you going to
join us today?"Something made him
wait. After another fifteen minutes, he
decided it was time for action. He
stepped off the podium and walked
toward her (the few steps helped him
relax somewhat), still not sure of what
he was going to say.Almost impulsively, he spoke softly to her: "Is everything okay?" Without making eye
contact, Lisa offered a single small nod
and quickly became involved and
attentive. The next day, she thanked
him for asking the question. He soon
learned that Lisa had been dealing
with many other challenging issues, all
of which had nothing to do with her
ensemble playing.
On another day, the teacher
noticed two members of the trumpet
section engaged in what appeared to
be a "sotto voce" argument. Suddenly,
one hit the other. Realizing that the
situation could escalate quickly, he
said, "Mike, I think it would be good
for you to leave the rehearsal. Please
take a breakin my office-we can talk
about it later." The teacher was
relieved when Mike stood up and
complied with his request.
29

The fight incident was a simple
issue of health and safety. No student
has the right to inflict physical or
emotional injury upon another student. Mike knew that. After a discussion about several related issues, the
teacher asked him how he thought
they ought to resolve the situation.
(Some schools requirespecific punishment-often expulsion-for fighting,
whether it be one punch or worse.)
They agreed that Mike would apologize to the other student and to the
ensemble. The teacher asked him
when he would like to apologize and
offered to stand next to him as he
spoke to the group. The teacher's
intent in standing next to Mike was to
show support of his willingness to say
"I was wrong. I am sorry."Everyoneteacherand students-matured a little
on that day.

alwaysagree,it does provide an opportunity for disagreementto be demonstrated in a civil manner. Respectful
teachers are good listeners. An academic atmosphere of respect means
that everyone involved in the product
is invited to be an integral part of the
process. Respect offers opportunities
to give and accept responsibility and
to share power. Some teachers are
afraid that sharing power will lead to
loss of control. Instead, sharingpower
leads to a sense of shared responsibiliCanJudicious
Discipline
Work?. ty. Students who have a sense of
It is no secret that students tend to responsibility and ownership tend to
make more appropriatedecisions.
make responsible behavioral choices
when they feel respected. Showing
respectwas not inventedwhen the United States Constitution was penned;
showing respect had been a central
theme of civility and kindness for centuries and is a centraltheme in the Bill
of Rights. As music educators, how
might we employ Judicious Discipline
in the classroom?
On the first day of class, take the
time to talk about respect and appropriate behavior. Ask the students to
offer suggestions for appropriate
"rules"for the classroom in the coming year. After a few suggestions, it
will become obvious that all of the
suggested rules will fall under one of
the "compelling state interests" just
discussed. From that point, it is an
easy step to clarify the compelling
state interests for the students. If the
students do not offer suggestions that
you as a teacher feel need to be disMoreover, students with whom
cussed, then ask more questions:
"How about warming up? Do you
power is sharedtend to have enhanced
think warming up would have value levels of self-esteem. Their thoughts
for your study of music?"(Legitimate may include:
"I feel important. My teacher actueducational purpose.) "What about
care and respect for the room and all ally thinks that what I have to say has
of these instruments? Might that fit value."
"The rest of the class is counting
into our set of rules for the coming
year? Why?" (Safeguarding property on me to do this. It is my job."
"I am disappointed that Jeff chose
from loss and damage/legitimateeduto say that in class. It wasn't a wrong
cational purpose.)
In addition, discuss student behav- statement. It was simply the wrong
ior as it relatesto time, place, and man- time and place to say it."
ner. "Isthis the right time and place to
Ensemble
Rehearsal
be doing this?Is what I am doing being Instrument
The traditional musical ensemble
done in an appropriatemanner?"Such
and its related rehearsals are highly
questions provide the basis for juditeacher-centered, with the conductor
cious decisionsand responses.
telling students what to do. Many
Although showing respect for others does not guaranteethat people will good high school concert ensembles
It follows, then, that Judicious Discipline may include differentresponses
to what appearsto be the same set of
circumstances. For a response to be
fair, each student must receivewhat he
or she needs. Judicious Discipline
treats individual circumstances individually, based upon need rather than
parity. In other words, in order for
educators to treat all students the
same, they must treat all students as
individuals.

Discussstudentbehavior
as it relatesto time,
place, and manner.

On

of class,
take the time to talk
about respectand
appropriatebehavior.
thefirst

day

As stated earlier, Judicious Discipline involves democracy.Democracy,
in this sense, does not mean that a
vote is taken on every issue. It does,
however, mean that people's views are
heard. It means that a person's point
of view is given "the time of day."
How can a response to inappropriate
behaviorbe appropriateif the involved
parties have only partial information?
In all such settings, the important
question is: "What more do I need to
know about this situation?"
30
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begin with a warm-up that is often
technical, highly programmed, and
typically monodynamic with generic
articulation.The conductor begins by
stepping onto the podium and beginning to conduct. The students know
what to play becausethe conductorhas
placedthe instructionsfor the warm-up
on the board.The instructionsare likely to be the same as yesterday or last
week. There is consistency;the students
know what to expect. However,for the
students, the warm-up is likely to be
uninteresting,nondescript, and robotic. Upon completion, the students'lips
may be warmed up, readyto move on
to the literatureof the day, but there is
little chance that anything resembling
music has occurred thus far in the
rehearsal.Why? The process and attitude have been conductor-centered.
Thus far, the conductor has asked the
students to be involved at a very basic
level. Musical responsehas not been a
goal. The judicious teacher/conductor
looks for ways to share the power and
responsibilityfor studying and making
music, an effort that involves process
and attitude. To the casual observer,a
judicious teacher/conductor may not
appear to be approaching the process
any differently,but let us take a more
detailedlook.
Enter the judicious teacher/conductor-let's call her Ms. Smith. Like the
previousconductor,she has the instructions for the rehearsal on the board,
including the warm-up. The students
know what to expect. However, the
warm-up is likely to be somewhat different, perhaps profoundly different
from the warm-up of yesterdayor last
week. Ms. Smith greets the ensemble:
"Good afternoon!I hope your day has
been as greatas mine! I can hardlywait
to hear the rich dark tone of the brass
on this firstscale in concertF; let'sdo it
in slow half notes. We need to be listening for legato articulation. Match
color of tone with your section members and those sitting across the room
from you." Raising her arms for the
downbeat, she reminds the students,
"Great breath, here is the point of
attack."She has establishedher expectations of their involvement; she continues to focus on music issues.
After the first scale, Ms. Smith
responds supportively."Brass,most of
JANUARY
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what I heard was rich and dark. One
trombone seemed a bit bright and out
of balance. Remember to listen-then
make musical decisions.All of us must
make musical decisions. We need to
paint this auralpicture together."

Studentswith whom
power is sharedtend to

haveenhancedlevelsof
self-esteem.

The warm-up continues with
something more technical for variety.
Throughout the process, Ms. Smith
reminds the musicians that studying
music is largely about listening: "Perhaps 85 percent of what we are doing
is about listening." The students are
musically involved in the process;they
have a shared sense of musical responsibility; they are asked to make musical decisions.
We return to the first conductor.
The ensemble begins to rehearse the
first piece, Holst's First Suite in E-flat.
The conductor, saying nothing, gives
the downbeat but, after several measures, stops, saying, "Everyone, this
needs to be more legato." Noticing
two students passing a written message, the conductor admonishes them,
"Cindy and Tim, get rid of the note or
I'll take it away.Start at the top again.
More legato."
The judicious conductor also calls
up the Holst piece. She says,"Remember the kind of breathingyou used to
obtain that rich dark tone, brass.This
piece requires a pronounced legato-

perhaps a legatissimo articulation and
a strong sense of lateral movement.
How can we do that?" After several
measures, she speaks over the ensemble, "More legato! Connect-smooth
articulation-follow through the line!
How can you make this sound more
phrase-like?" The ensemble finishes
the phrase. The conductor stops, asking, "What did you hear that was different from yesterday? Thanks for
making a difference. Thanks for listening."
Then the judicious conductor
makes a quick rhetoricalaside: "Cindy
and Tim, may I visit with you after
class?"Immediately,she is back to the
music. "Someone tell me now-is
there anything else we can do to make
that first phrase more musical?
Remember, you don't have to be sick
to get better."
In the judicious rehearsal, the
power is shared.The judicious teacher
uses the four compelling state interests
as a frameworkfor teaching responsible behavior and learning. The conductor expects the students to be
involved in the music making. A basic
practice is to teach by asking questions. Respect is offered to the notepassers,while asking them (after class)
to rememberwhat they alreadyknow:
issues of time, place, and manner.
There is an ongoing referenceto earlier learning and, at the same time, an
invitation to think of additional musical possibilities. The judicious teacher
is genuinely interestedin the students'
musical thinking and musical imagination.

Judicious
Power
Sharing

A vital decision for both conductor
and student musicians involves selecting the section leaders or principal
players. Qualifications for a section
leader include being a fine musician,
making musical decisions to reflect
consistency in the section's performance, calling sectional rehearsals,
usually playing the solos called for in a
given composition, and acting as a
liaison between section musicians and
the conductor.
In a typical school ensemble, the
conductor tends to make most leadership decisions. The section leader
plays the solos, but may be asked to
31

do little else. That is, the other members of the section are usually placed
in rank order on each part, the
stronger players on part one and the
weaker playerson parts two and three.
The students usually remain in their
respectivepositions for the duration of
the academicyear.
Another approach worth trying is
the "rotatingsection." Many conductors have used this principle for
decades, particularly in professional
orchestras.Under this format, the students in the various sections are likely
to play different parts on different
pieces. As horn section leader,one may
performthe part for Horn I on the first
piece in a concert,but play Horn IV on
the next piece in the concert.
Because section leaders are responsible for calling sectional rehearsals,
they probably have a good understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each member in their respective sections. With that knowledge,
the following format can be adopted:
1. When appropriate,students play
more than one part in a given
rehearsalor concert.
2. The parts are assigned by the
section leader after consultation with
the section members and, if necessary,
the conductor.
3. It is not necessary to change
partson every piece.
4. Students are not placed on a part
for which they are not prepared.
5. Like chair placement, solos can
be rotated.
What are the results?Both students
and teachermay feel a greatersense of
ownership and responsibility to the
artisticideal of musical study and performance. Self-esteem can increase
throughout the ensemble. Rehearsals
become more interesting and varied.
The students can become better individual musicians and gain respect for
each other as musicians.Moreover,the
performancelevel of the ensemble can
increase significantly and the sense
of community can be noticeably
enhanced. With regard to placement,
the concept of sharedpower can result
in severalpositiveand healthychanges.

Discipline. Rather, one ought to consider what to say to diffuse the emotion of the moment before it happens,
allowing clear thinking and appropriate resolution for the issue at hand. To
be proactive, the judicious educator
would discuss compelling state interests-safeguarding property, educational purpose, promoting health and
safety,avoiding serious disruption-in
advance.When a problem arises,judicious questioning can be used. Such
questions may include but are not
limited to the following:
"Issomething wrong?"
"Is there any way I can help you?"
"What happened?"
"How can this be made right
again?"
"What needs to be done?"
"Areyou okay?"
"Are there any compelling state
interestsinvolved?"
"What could be an appropriateresolution to this situation?"
"Maywe talk about this later?"
"What ideas do you have that
could make this situation better?"
"What might be a useful way to
resolve this problem that offers respect
for everyoneinvolved?"
By asking questions, the students
have an opportunityto be a part of the
solution. The solution involvesfocused
disciplinary action-not punishment,
but assuming responsibility for one's
own learningby appropriatebehavior.

PlanAhead
forBestResults

Conclusion

The heat of the battle is not a good
time to begin the practiceof Judicious

As Americans, we have had access
to the principles of Judicious Disci-
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Theheat of the battleis
not a good time to begin
thepracticeoffudicious
Discipline.

pline since the birth of our nation.
Only recently, however, have these
principles been brought into the educational domain.
Judicious Discipline is a commonsense approach to a healthy, effective
classroom environment for severalreasons:
. It teaches respect for everyone in
terms of basic human rights. This does
not necessarily mean that we seek to
agree, but that we seek to respect others as fellow human beings.
mIt does not focus on punishment,
but rather asks the central question,
"What needs to be learned here?"
Teachers and students learn to focus
on issues of responsible behavior and
appropriateresponsesto behavior.
mTeachers' stress may be reduced
because their classroom responsesand
decisions are based upon the laws of
our nation'sConstitution.
mThe students' best educational
interests remain primaryin every situation.
mShared power contributes toward
the development of a healthy educational community.
When power is shared, students
tend to feel more valued and respected. Moreover, they tend to be more
interested in the endeavor at hand,
more goal-oriented, more inspired,
more integrally involved, more fulfilled, and more complete.
In short, students' learning is likely
to be more successful-not only in
school, but also in other areasof their
lives. The principles of Judicious Discipline-principles basic to democracy
itself-can help to create an environment under which opportunities

for

successful learning are enhanced. It is
as simple and as complex as that.
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